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Mr ELMES (Noosa—LNP) (2.45 pm): Just before the budget was brought down, an opinion poll
appeared in the local press which highlighted the degree of distrust that the people of Queensland have in
this Premier and her government. A 69 per cent disapproval rating is an overwhelming indictment, but it is
more than that: it shows that Queenslanders do not believe a word that comes out of the collective mouth
of this government. They are not listening to this government, they have lost faith in this government and
they want this government gone. 

Reading through the budget papers, particularly in my own portfolio area, this feeling of distrust
continues to show through. The way the papers have been presented makes it exceptionally difficult to
compare this government’s performance with what has happened over previous years. When the
government goes to such great pains to lump figures together, you can be sure of one thing: it is covering
up the truth of its inaction and its complete disregard for the environment of this state. 

I would like to highlight as evidence a statement attributed to the Treasurer in the Regional Budget
Statement for 2010, which reads in part—
Through strong discipline we are seeing the deficit and debt lowered and we are on track to surplus. The economic reform agenda we
put in place is working—and we need to stick to our plan in the face of global uncertainty ... 

However, the Brisbane Times summary of the budget reads—
Deficit: $287 million 2009-10; $1.745 billion 2010-11; $1.442 billion in 2011-12; $1.482 billion in 2012-13; $1.395 billion in 2013-14 

I suppose we cannot deny that what the Treasurer claims is the truth. I suppose we cannot deny that
we are on the way back to surplus, but when? As I look around at the members of this parliament, probably
only the very young amongst us will be alive to see a surplus as proposed by the Treasurer’s words.

I would now like to turn to the other big ‘D’ word which is debt. What is happening to the first
elephant in the room while this Labor government procrastinates and dithers about getting its reckless
spending under control? Again, the Brisbane Times reads—
Total Government Debt: $51.6 billion in 2009-10; $62.827 billion in 2010-11; $72.791 billion in 2011-12; $78.971 billion in 2012-1;
$83.545 billion in 2013-14 

The Treasurer says, ‘We are seeing the deficit and debt lowered.’ However, when I look at those
figures the graph is heading in exactly the opposite direction to what the Treasurer would have us believe.
Even allowing for the mysteries of accrual accounting, I do not know of anyone other than the Treasurer
who would describe that absolute debt and trend debt as ‘lowering’. 

Off into the future, the deficit is starting to come down on these figures, but there is no such hope in
the debt figures. How anyone can claim that a debt rising from $51.6 billion to about $83.5 billion on a
continuous upward trend is a debt being ‘lowered’ is quite beyond me. This government seems to think
that the Queensland electorate has ‘idiot’ tattooed on its collective forehead, which is precisely why they do
not believe a word this Labor government says. It is just bare-faced ‘spin’, which has cost this Labor
government the faith of the electors. 
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It is legitimate to ask—indeed, it would be a dereliction of duty not to ask—what is the extra strategy
for paying off the state debt? What is this Labor government waiting for? When is it proposed to start? How
many hospitals, how many schools, how many roads, how many ports, how many rail lines could have
been built by the interest bill that every Queenslander—every man, woman and child—will now have to
pay off? That is a $18,772 individual debt, compliments of this Labor government which has achieved the
notoriety of going bust in a boom. There will be a day of reckoning, but the reckoning will be faced by a
responsible government, certainly not this Labor government, and a very angry electorate that will have to
tighten its collective belt to pay off Labor’s great big debt well into the future. But there is more. 

There is a second elephant in the room. After all, what is a circus without elephants? The second
elephant in the room is Kevin Rudd and Wayne Swan’s mining super profits tax. The Treasurer says it is
not legitimate to factor in the consequences of a tax that is yet to be fully developed and is not legislated for
as yet. However, getting the federal budget into surplus, allegedly in three years and three years ahead of
the date planned, is wholly predicated on the mining super profits tax as is. Federal Treasurer Swan clearly
sees it as legitimate to include the targeted revenues. Does the member for Mount Coot-tha think that his
federal Labor Treasurer is not telling the truth? The pattern we are seeing here is that no Labor
government can be relied upon to tell the truth. 

It is legitimate to ask: what will be the effect on the state’s revenues into the future if that mining
super profits tax goes ahead as planned? State mining royalties will be effectively frozen at today’s levels.
The ability of future sovereign states to raise their royalties will be lost. Yes, it is proposed that miners will
be compensated for the royalties they pay to the states, but the Commonwealth is not likely to let its
revenue stream be milked by the great mining states of Western Australia and Queensland ramping up
their loyalties. It will have to be even-handed. It may want to punish, say, Western Australia, but it cannot
do that without punishing Queensland as well. What will be the effect on our burgeoning LNG and coal
seam gas industry? Why is this state Labor government not stridently protecting our collective rights in this
debate? Queensland’s future will be at risk when the current war of words turns into boardroom battles
about where the best return on investment can be made. And while the fight is now with the miners, it will
not be the miners making the decisions as to where or where not to invest. In the final analysis, those
decisions will be made by the banks and the financiers, and they will not be in Australia or within the
Australian government’s sphere of influence. The second point is that it will be Queensland’s jobs that are
exported to a country of their choice. 

Looking at the impact of this budget on the electorate of Noosa, I am very heartened that one of my
long-running campaigns has been rewarded. I am grateful to the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services that $2.2 million has been set aside to redevelop the existing fire and rescue station at Noosa,
which will commence with a $1.1 million allocation in the 2010-11 financial year. I welcome this
commitment, but I have heard that, supposedly due to a lack of funds, shortcuts are already being
proposed. The redevelopment of the fire station is effectively allocating money from the maintenance
schedule that has never been spent at Noosa. Once the work is completed, it will be a long time before the
government looks at this site again. I will be watching closely to ensure that this overdue and very
necessary work is done right the first time. The firies of Noosa have had to put up with second or third best
for far too long. I am also grateful for the first $1 million for the construction of a sports clubhouse
and amenities project at Girraween, adjacent to Noosa Junction. In total the project cost will be
$1.5 million. 

What I was dearly hoping to see was some much needed and overdue work on the road system
coming into Noosa itself. The study into which of the three roads, Yandina-Coolum Road, Eumundi-Noosa
Road or Cooroy-Noosa Road, is to be the major east-west arterial to enter Noosa from the Bruce Highway
is long overdue. Eumundi-Noosa Road is the most obvious as it avoids travelling through any built-up
areas, but a lack of decision on the east-west arterial means that traffic is slowed, roads are too narrow
and public transport along Eumundi-Noosa and Cooroy-Noosa roads is non-existent and, according to the
government itself, dangerous. TransLink buses use those roads many times each day but are now
restricted from stopping to collect passengers who need to travel to Nambour for the hospital or to connect
with train services to Brisbane. 

The common misconception of the Noosa electorate is that it is full of high-flyers. I can assure the
House that it is not. Many of the people in my electorate are battlers or are on fixed incomes. They fiercely
disapprove of the introduction of a petrol tax, as they have little choice but to use their private cars as a
means of getting around. The 9.1c per litre tax slug has hit them very hard. To then have road funding
slashed by $254 million is another whack in the solar plexus. 

The pseudo privatisation of the power companies, Ergon and Energex, has been a disaster for the
consumer. My constituents are about to face yet another electricity price rise of more than 13 per cent. This
will take the total increase to 54 per cent since that privatisation promise of no increases over CPI. One
constituent told me that telemarketers from Energex advised that the reason that Energex can offer a
five per cent discount is because wholesale electricity prices are falling. If that is true, why are retail prices
continuing their steady march through the roof? How can retail price increases be justified if wholesale
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prices are falling? For future users of electric cars, the fuel costs will be out of reach. I say here that the
government’s offset to that, the proposed CTP reduction of $24 per annum, is an insult. 

My constituents and former Noosa shire residents are also facing regular greater-than-inflation rate
increases. Quite rightly, they question the promise made by this Labor government for economies of scale
savings from forced council amalgamations, but that is not what they have seen. Rate rises, diminished
services and increasing council debt are the order of the day. They are well aware that their remote
megacouncil will not be compensated for the more than $13 million cost of forced amalgamation because
Labor says ratepayers can afford to pay. They did not want amalgamation and if it kills me I will see a
Noosa shire council reinstated. 

Water charges are also about to rise dramatically. We watch as the black snake of the northern
pipeline interconnector creeps relentlessly north to steal the water that the former Noosa council harvested
so carefully. Those planned water supplies ensured population growth was sustainable. Now water is
being stolen to shore up Brisbane seats that keep this morally bankrupt Labor government in power. 

I now turn to my portfolio of climate change and sustainability. As I said at the outset, it is here where
this Labor government has excelled in its cover-up. The whole-of-government administrative charges have
made sifting out the facts from the fiction even more difficult than in the past. What has happened to
transparency? Performance measures are well nigh impossible. The explanation reads—
The government’s performance management framework is being progressively implemented. The framework no longer uses the term
‘outputs’ and ‘performance measures’ that were previously used in the service delivery statements. They are replaced with ‘services’
and ‘service standards’. These terms are defined in the budget readers’ guide. Together they begin to provide information about how
efficiently and effectively agencies deliver services within their approved budget.

A key aspect of improving performance is through measurement—that is how continuous improvement is
driven—but this Labor government appears to be diminishing this tool in the public sector administration. It
is certainly a hallmark of its approach to legislating that you never include any performance measure to
know whether or not your objectives are being achieved. 

I welcome the initiative of providing a further 10 wild rivers rangers to add to the 27 already
employed. However, if anyone in this House would like to see proof of where this department fails—
moreover, where this government fails—it is in the area of staffing. In 2010-11 DERM will hire 47 new staff.
Ten—just 10—will be in the field and on the front line of environmental protection. I can only assume that
that means the remaining 39 will be taking up more space in high-rise buildings here in Brisbane. Our
national parks and protected areas are expanding but without the matching increases in resources,
particularly staffing resources, which are vital to manage and care for these vast areas, control weeds,
eradicate pests and prevent sediment runoff. 

Then let us look at what is promised for the koalas. It would be good to be able to examine in some
detail what is proposed, but that is difficult because of the way the information is obscured in the budget
papers. I hope that what is promised really means something, as I have watched somewhat helplessly as
this Labor government has dithered while the population of koalas in the south-east has declined by
around 50 per cent in only three years. What is promised is $45.5 million over five years from 2010-11 with
a focus on habitat restoration. This is not inspirational. It will be only a drop in the ocean to protect or
enhance koala habitat. It seeks to continue to deliver the Queensland government’s koala response
strategy and helps contribute to the government’s Q2 target for increased green space areas. Therefore,
this $45.5 million over five years is for a multiple and overlapping set of responsibilities. 

The sum set aside for the next financial year is around $14 million for land acquisitions and capital
grants. This money looks very similar to that set aside for the purchase of remnant habitat in the Redlands
area to offset this Labor government’s vandalism of the then koala habitat where the Thornlands State
School is now. 

Let us look at the $35 per tonne landfill levy on industry wastes. The waste avoidance and recycling
consultation draft sets out very ambitious targets for increasing municipal recycling rates. The target is
50 per cent. The rate in 2008 was just 23 per cent, so I wonder if this target is realistic or just another
‘announcement’ by a tired government. 

Queensland is the last state in Australia to introduce such a levy. On World Environment Day, the
Premier, the Treasurer and the then acting minister jointly confessed that Queensland’s waste
management industry would finally be dragged into the 21st century, but it also shows the power of a good
ex-Labor minister mate. There sits Rod Welford as the new head of the Australian Council of Recyclers,
appointed on 12 August 2009, and we now have a levy on which to expand an industry. This certainly is a
win for the recycling industry, with a promised 7,000 jobs and an expanded industry, and it is a win for the
environment if it reduces landfill by a third as projected. But it is also a win, if the government can be
believed, for environmental funding particularly at the local and regional council levels. 

Finally, I would like to put this state budget into perspective in terms of my responsibilities as a
shadow minister. I love the environment. I come from Noosa. Greater Noosa is a wonderful environment
with Man and the Biosphere Program status. I am passionate about the preservation of wildlife. I lament
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the attempted extermination of dingoes on Fraser Island. The Fraser Island dingo is the last pure strain of
Australia’s largest predator and it is being demonised and mistreated by DERM staff. I weep when I see
the mutilation of turtles and dugong in Far North Queensland, made all the worse by the complete inaction
of the federal Labor member for Leichhardt and the four Labor state members, including a cabinet minister,
who do not care about the slaughter of these animals and have not lifted a finger in terms of their
protection. Nothing highlights their inaction more than Labor’s total disregard for protected species in
Queensland.

I want us all, including my friends and colleagues in the green movement, for whom I have great
respect, to look at what this portfolio should be, to look at what this portfolio could be, were it not for the
financial incompetence and total disregard of this failed Labor government. In 2010-11 the state will pay
$3.704 billion in interest and will pay $4.416 billion in 2011-12, $5.046 billion in 2012-13 and $5.445 billion
in 2013-14. For the coming year, that is a bill of almost $10.150 million in interest every day. About
$140,000 worth of opportunity has been squandered during the course of this speech.

In 2010-11, the climate change and environment responsibilities of DERM are projected to cost
$417.612 million. That represents about 42 days of interest payments on Labor’s massive and growing
debt. To look at it a different way, we could have almost another nine climate change and sustainability
departments. We could be putting a ninefold increase—that is, a 900 per cent increase—into protecting
our environment, but we are not. We are, instead, throwing away the future of this state, consigning the
environment of this state to a wasteland and condemning our children and their children to a Queensland
far poorer, not only in dollar terms but also in lifestyle terms. The time has well and truly come when this
Labor government should be consigned to the waste bin of history. 
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